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The Nonexistence of Rank Three Permutation Groups 
of Degree 3250 and Subdegree 57 
D. Higman has shown that in a rank three permutation group with degree 
/z? t 1 and subdegrce k, h = 2, 3, 7, or 57 and has further determined the 
possible groups in the first three cases [2, 31. The existence of a group of the 
final type was left in doubt. In this note we prow that no such groups exists. 
The methods utilized are primarilv permutation group theoretic. Some ana- 
lysis of /\-systcrns [I] is also involved. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
\Ve understand agvapl? 5’ to be a set of elemnts G together with a s!-mmetric 
relation I on G’. For A, B in L we write ,4ZB for (A, B) E I and read d incident 
with B or d on B. [/I] is the set of elements incident with -4, and r-l n B 
[A] n [B]. A chain of length ?z is a sequence =1,, if, ,..., -3, with ,-IJ.qi, 1 for 
0 & i ; n. d(A, B), the distance of .-l from B, is the minimal length of a chain 
from A to B. 
9 is a I-systenz if A n B has order zero or one for all distinct elements .-I 
and B. S is iweflexive if AL4 for all elements A. 9 is triangle free if it contains 
no chains ABCA with ii, B, and C distinct. 9 is a star with vertex d if all 
elements B f nl are incident with -4, and no other incidences occur. The 
valence of an element A is the order of [A]. 9 is regular if cvcr~ element has 
the same valence. 
WC shall consider graphs 9 such that 
(*) 5’ is a triangle free, irreflexive l-system in which d(A, B) :< 2 fey all 
A, B in G’. 
LEMMA I. 1. Let 9 satisfy (i). Then 9 is either regular or a stay. 
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E’wof. Xssume 9 is nonempty and not a star. Then there c&s a chain 
LZBC in (/ with =1, B, and C distinct. Let [B, Ai) 1 [L-1] and {B, C,j :- [C’]. 
n(,l, , i’) : 2 and Y is a triangle free irreflexive l-system, so there es&s a 
unique c‘, incident with A, . Similarly each C’, is incident with a unique -Ii . 
So .-I and C have the same valence. ITurther, this valence is greater than one, 
or L/ is a star with vertex H. Thus, chains JJ,C, and C,CH esists, so as 
abow .-f and B have the same valence. 
Let Aut 9 be the automorphism group of P‘, and for G ; Aut Q let I”(G) 
be the set of fixed elements of G with incidence induced from i. 
LE~I~l.~ 1.2. Let I? satisfy (i) and let G < Aut P. Then F(G) satz’sfie.; (i). 
Proof. Clearly, F(G) is a triangle fret, irreflexive I-svstcm. Further, if 
‘-1, B ;F(G) with MB, then by h\:pothesis there exists a chain -3CR in Y. 
As c’ is the unique element in ii n B, C lies in F(G). 
The next result is essentially a combination of several lemmas due to 
I). Higman [2]. 
LEMNA I .3. Let % be nonempty, not n star, and satisfy (i). Uren .‘/ /MS 
z~nlence k ~ 3, 3, 7, OY 57, and order u m: 5, 10, 50, OY 3250. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2,P has constant valence k. A easy counting argurncnt 
shows Z’ Iz” + 1. Let A be the incidence matrix of .SJ. Then =2 has trace 
zero since % is irreflexire, .3 is symmetric, and A42 : kI + (/ - I -- -I’) _ 
(tz -~~ l)f ~~ J - -4, where I is the z’ x z’ identity matrix, and J the z :- ‘c 
matrix with ever!- entry equal to one. Thus, 0 = (-4 - /11)(.4? + _-1 ~ (fc - 1)1) 
and A-1 has eigenvalues k and {Y, S) = (-- 1 * e);2, where c (4k -3)‘.‘2. 
Further, S.-J : km exactly where x = (a, a ,..., 0). For let .X = (‘1~~ , ,vq ,..., .x+) 
with s1 ~ ,I 1 ~~~ ‘. Then ks, = x:i alixi , so s, ~=m xl for nli = 1. But now b! 
connectivity of -(2, xi = s1 for all i. 
It follows that k has multiplicity one as an eigenvalue of =1, and as z3 has 
trace zero there exists positive integers a, b with 0 ~~ ?z + UY -+ bs and 
CI +- b 2’ - I -= k2. Thus either n = b = k _ 2, or e is an integer. And 
in the later case a = (1~~ - 2k + eb)je, so e divides k(k - 2). But (4k - 3, k) 
divides 3, and (4k - 3, k - 2) divides 5, so 4/z - 3 L 9, 25, or 225 and 
k -7 3, 7, or 57. 
Lmnu 1.4. Let 9 satisfy ( ) i an d assume % is regular with valence k. Let s 
be an involution in Aut 9. Then 
(I) if x has cycle (A, Ax) with AI/lx, then ~&yes k - 1 pokts; 
(2) ifF(x) is a star of order f then f = k f 1. 
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Proof. (1) Assume x has a cycle (A, -4,~). Then .X takes 4 m= [-J] -~ (z-is] 
into [/l.v] - {A), which have no common elements because 9 is triangle 
free. Further, for each Ji in 4, x takes r, == [A,] - (A] into [=IJ] - [;1~). 
9 is a 1 -system so A&&X, and therefore, ri and rix have exactly one common 
point B, . But the sets {iz, AX), 4, 4x, and ri, I 5; i ( k - I. partition 8, 
so {BJ =-= F(X) has order k -- I. 
(2) Let F(X) be a star with vertex ‘4, of order f. If x fixes every point 
of [A],f == k + 1. So assume (B, Bx) is a cycle of x in [A]. If d 7~ C is on K, 
then C~CX, or else x fixes the unique point in C n CX, contradicting the 
choice of .4 as the vertex ofF(r). Thus by (I),./ = k - 1. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
In this section we assume that GR is a rank 3 permutation group of degree 
3250 and subdegree 57. Let co be a distinguished point of Q, let H -= G, , 
and let 4 and r be the nontrivial orbits of Ei on .Q with j 4 ~ = 57. Let a: be 
a distinguished point of 4. For g in G let d(oog) : 4g. Define a graph 9 by 
L -a, and /31~ if and only if /3 E d(y). Results of D. Higman show that 9 
satisfies (i) [2]. 
Let K be the subgroup of H consisting of all permutations which are even 
on both 4 and 9. The results in Section 1 shovv that an involution in H 
fixes 1, 3, 7, 55, or 57 points of 4. So an involution x in K fixes 1 or 57 points 
of 4, and therefore fixes a star of order 56 or 58. As x must also be even on Q, 
x fixes a 58 point star. 
AS iM:KI -<4 and H is transitive on r of order divisible by eight, 
K must have even order. Therefore, by remarks in the last paragraph and by 
transitivity of G*, K, contains involutions u and v fixing 58 point stars with 
a the vertex of F(u) and a: the vertex of F(v). As K, fixes 03 and IX, u is not 
conjugate to v in K, , so we can pick u and v to be contained in a Sylow group 
S of K, . As all involutions in K, have fixed sets equal to that of u or of e, 
we can pick either u or z‘ in the center of S. But then uv is an involution of K, 
fixing only co and CY in 4 u 4(a), contradicting remarks in the last paragraph. 
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